Rookie Corner - 026
Across
3 Doctor takes
Prisoner Zero - that's
low (3)
7 Black goes with
anything - that's
formal wear (3-3)
8 Official leader of
Slitheen Rose may
reform (8)
10 Chameleon circuit
that doesn't start to
bore a Doctor (7)
12 Doctor or vet
imprisoned by state just a little bit (3,4)
14 Recast actor; the
first left and was
replaced by dozen
other leads (6)
17 Surprise ending
rendered worse by
what could be raised
(8)
19 "Bug-eyed"
overturned original
prohibition (4)
21 Traveller from edges
of Galaxy and parts
unknown (5)
23 Extract from
television
programme that's
fifty-one in extreme
close-up (4)
25 Roman ruin
excavation - but it
hasn't got two heads!
(8)
29 Plot finale: rank and
extremely evil thing
to move the Earth
(6)
31 Original zombie has
leaders of zombie
army invading city
and half of country
(7)
32 Midshipman framed
by River/Melody,
space oddity (3,4)
37 Ten and journalist
pursue adipose and
made bigger on the
inside (and the
outside) (8)
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38 Young man securing
a vote, beginning of
sinister invaders (6)
39 Cut is the end of
Donna Noble (3)
Down
1 First favourites of
one doctor - fish
fingers and custard
(4)
2 Sontaran potatoheads have to quit
(4)
3 Regressive illness
covered by doctor's
note (4)
4 Some characters
from Gallifrey - I'm
so surpised (1,1,1)
5 Endless Zygons
infiltrate live from
the past (6)
6 See 9
9/6 Opens rum & coke,
weds River, mixes
cocktail (11)
11 Announced rescue
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vehicle was carried
by star cetacean (3)
Greeting at
beginning of easter
eggs quietly hidden
inside (7)
Eggs terminated by
the sound of it (3)
Doctor entertained
by Brigadier (3)
Alternate Oswald is
a wise one (3)
Well-established
television series is
filmed here (3)
Still unknown alien
(3)
Anger Peri, make
her lose her head and
flip (3)
Woman is game
heroine who loves a
tomb, following
Cleopatra's lead (5)
French before Italian
- allons y! (6)

28 Lizard initiates
interspecies gay
union with woman
(6)
30 Which person's
essential know-how
(3)
33 No facility can
contain River (4)
34 Tardis's police box
display ultimately
very attractive (4)
35 Cardinal point on
compass that is
bearing North (4)
36 Leading parts for
actress and daughter
playing woman who
doesn't know
whether she's
coming or going (3)

